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ABSTRACT
This information .analysis paper examines the

Educational Amendments of 1'976 projecting the effect of the
amendments of vocational andrtechnical education which may result and

. discussing immediate as well as long range implicatio4s of the
amend ments. Organization of the paper is around ereas of special
'legislative emphasis that will create the greatest change in
vocational' education: planning, data and-lnforilation, evaluation,
elimination of -sex bias and sex stereotyping, special groups
(disadvantaged, handicapped, English deficient) , and program
improvement (tesearch and curriculum). Overall directives of the
amendments are summarized and changes in inteinal operaticnsof,
departments and prOgratas of vocational education and changes that
'affect vocational education's relations4ps'with other agencies such
as the Comprehensive Employment and Training Actatd.with the public
are discussed. Noting that the law is a good one "but thatthere are .'
problems with how it is funded, .the author concludes that planning,
data and. information, and evaluation systems will prcbabll.become
more sophisticated and will involve acid. influence a much trcader -

segment tof society, that the thrust tc eliminate sex bias and
) stereotyping will. hopefully cause vocational education tc become more
open and accepting in bbth progralas,and staffing, and that research
kas a tremendous challenge in providing the understanding and
knowledge needed to' channel, change. (TA)
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The Educational ResoAes Information Center-on Career Education
(ERIC/CE) is one of sixteen clearinghouses in a nationwide infor-'
ma-tion system that is funded by the National Institute of Educa-

tion. The scope of work fot ERIC/CE includes the fields of adult,
continuing, career, and vocational-technical education. One of

the functions of the Clearinghouse is to interpret the literature
that is related to each of these fields, This paper should be of
particular interest to local and state administrators of yocaL

,-.. tional education.
.

,

The profession is indebted to Williall W. StevNison fbr his schOl:

'arship in the preparation of this paper. Recognition isalso 'due
Garry Bice, UniVersity of Tennessee and Steven J. Gyiro, The

J
Center for Vocational Education, Tbe Ohio StateAlniv6isity, for
their critical review of the manuscript'prior to ils final II-4'

vision and publication. Wesley -E. Budke, Vocational-Techmibal
Specialist at the ERIC ClearinghoUse on 4reer,yducation,sur-
vised the publication's developMent. Madeln plaisted and Jo -Ain '

Cherry coordinated the production of the paper for .pubiicatipn,

.. /
(

,.

.

+ P

Robert E. .1.3rlor

Executive Orector
° The Center for Vocational'Education , ;
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ABSTRACT

_41

This information 'analysis paper examines the Educational Amendments
of 1976 projecting theteffect of the amendments of vocational ancL
technical education which.may result and discussing immediate as
well as long-range .implications of the amendments. Organization'

of the paper is around areas of special legislative emphasis that
will create the greatest change in vocational Rducation: planning,
data and information, evaluation, elimination of sex, bias and sex
tstereotyping, special groups (disadvantaged, handicapped, English
\cieficieni), and prdgram improvement (research and curriculum).
Oyeral -1 directivei,of the amendments are, summarized and changes in
internal operations.of departments and programs of,vocational edu-

cation and changeg that affect vocational education's relationships
with other agencies such as the Comprehensive Employment,and Train-
ing Act and with the public are discussed. Noting that the law is

a good one but that there are problems witivhow it is funded, the

author concludes that planning, data and information, and evaluation
systems will probably become more sdphisticated and will involve and
influence a much broader segment of society: that the thrust to

eliminate sex bias and stereotyping will hopefully cause vocational
education to become more open and accepting in both programs and

staffing,-and that research has a.tremendous,challenge in providing 4,

the Understanding and knowledge needed to channel change., (TA)

DESC::tVocational Education; Educational Legislation; *Federal
Legislation; State of the Art -Reviews; *Educational Policy;
Public-Policy; *Political Influences;_Politicaf Issues:, Politics;
*Educational Needs; Government Role; Program Planning; Program
Evaluation; Program Development; Sex Discrimination; Handicapped
Students; Disadvantaged Grows; Non English-Speaking; Interagency

.Cooperation

""IDEN::*Educationl Amendments 1976.
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INTRODUCTION,

The purpose of this\r;aperis to look at the Educational Amendments'
'of..1.976 and attempt to project the effect of the amendments on vo-

cational andtechnical education. Immediate as well as'Iong-range
implicatitns will be discussed. These implications. are drawn from

ly best judgment based an My work with the Task'Force-on- Regula-
tiQps for Vocational Educatioh and from discussions with.yocationar
staff from various states who'hawe resnonsibility for implementa-
tion of the legisla *ion. .Even before the regulations .,afe finalized

some immediate effects can be observed:- Additional'results fliat
occur in the near.future can be anticipated with _a high degree

of confidence.. The forecasting of long-Pange'effects is mu.ch more
;enuous.and is attempted with much less certainty. This paper will

neither explain what a state should do to comply with the legis-
lation'nor will it give operational guidelines for administrators.
Those directions can be gathered from the legislation or from the
regulations'. What is. proposed Iis a look ahead, an attempvto

predict the futbre, and'an' effort to respond to the qustion of
what might be. ;

,

This paper is organized around areas of special legislative emilasis
that, in my opinion, will create the greatest change, in vocational
education. The first section will deal with an overview of the

Educational AMendments of 1976 and areas. of emphasis for vocational
education. Some of the overall directives of the amendments will be

discussed. The remaining parts of the paper will deal with those '

, areas of special-interest which, in my opinion, will render the most
extensive. changes in vocational education. 'Changes in internal

O

operations of departMents and.programs of vocational education and:

changes that affect Our relationships 'with other agencies and with
the public mill be discussed. Hopefully this_isonly.one'in'a' -

series of careful analyses of how vocational education'may respond-
to the new legislation. The Occasional Paper which Dr. James

'Bottoms clid,for the Center for:Vocational'Education entitled Impli-
cations of.the'Nqw Vocational Education Legislation for Program Re-,
search and Devi,lopment is another view of this same subject.' Re-
sponses to the Notice of Intent to publish regulations received
through the public meetings in each state are alSo an attempt to
predict the results of and resnond to the content'of the legisla-

tion. This dialogue should continue to explore alternatives'And
to forecast obtumes.

go
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EDUCATIONAL AMENDMENTS OF 1976

Th6 Educational Amendments of 1976 are far reaching and yet pre-
.

, scriptive in nature. Many suggestions of tM past made by the -Con-
gress have been mandated in thenew legislation. The Congress has
assumed responsibility, for molding the-shape of vocational educa-
tion for the future. Changes will'result from this legislative
action. .1 have attempted to identify the :areas of }emphasis -' -'the

areas of vocational education which will be mostaffectedby-the
act of Congress. .These areas of emphasis are:.

1. Planning

'2. Data and infOrmation'
3. Evaluation.

4. Elimination of sex bias and sex stereotyping A ...41/4

5.. Special groups--disadvantaged, handicapped, English deficient=-
6. Program improvement's'

Tre immediate implications or results may be "quite different from

thoSe achieved in the long range. A philosophy used by the Area
Manpower Institute for Development of Staff (AMIDS) is:

'S

It is easier to act ourselves into a new way .of

ing than it is to think ourselves into a new way of
acting.

seems that many of our biases and prejudices are largely a matter ,
of habit. Acting in a difftrent way,seems to change our thinking.,
The immediate implication of the vocational education legislation
is that, it will force us to act in a different way, to think and
react differently. Parts of thelaw'which will cause chahged action
and thinking will be obvious as we begin to consider the areas df
emphasis-and their effects on those of us in vocational education.

COORDINATION-WITH CETA

A major implication Of thelact will he that we will coardinate-our
work with other acts and agencies.. Obviously vocational educatipn
must be conscious of what others in the field Of occupational train-

ing are doing. Coordination and-cooperation With the Comprehen-
sive EmplOyment and Training Act (CETA) are emphatically presql-ibed
in the legislation. Jaok Jennings, Counsel, House-Sdbcommittee on

F

-2-
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Elemenfary,"Secondary, and Vocational-Education, in hisvremarks at
the Joint NationalLabor Market Information, Workshop of state voca-

otional edubators and employment security Tersonnel,in St. Louis in
yebruary, talked about the jealousies and rivalries that exist be-
tWeen those who operate programs of ,vocational education And other.

JeMployment training programs. Mr: Jennings in his presentation

point out what the Congress had done with the Vocational4Educa-
tion Amendments of 1976 and predicted the Waysin which CETA legis-

lation-may be amended to pro ote furtlier cooppration between the,

two ,agencles. Mr: Jennings, in describing how the amendments
stressed .coordination with CE , pointed to three areas: ,planning,;

other,linkages; and data use. States are Made responsible for
"improVod planning in the use of all resources available to them
for vocational education and manpower` training " The linkages re-

ferred to required reciprocal repreentation of vocational educa.k
tion.and employment training councils. TheAO bodies are to jointly

e review needs and to report.on whether present programs are pro-
viding acoordinatedMch fneetiig,such needs. The third

area .iii which the Congress stres'sellcooidination between and
vocational education was in data collection and use. The relevance

of the data and the response of bcrth 'agencies in assuring that
training ins provided in light of realistic job opportunities are
cle'arly the intent.of .the'legislattion and the challenge of voca-
tional education and CETA.

-/.

The immediate implications are that 'states must make a.cohesive.. '-

effort to relieve the deficiencieS in job preparation, in updating
the linking of vocaiional.eduCationand CETA throUgh coordinated '/

41ta collection, and usage. In the lqng view, it can A

be predicted tha the' two agencies will find ways to work together
in the anal4rsis of state and national training needs and the
realistic evaluation and delivery of coordinated training effort S!
and the realistic qvaluatiori'and delivery of coordinated training
efforts.

III

601111131.1ANCE WITH PUBLIC LAW 01-142

The kegislation alo make's it imper tive that we become familiar
with and work closely with thote iolyed LA Public Law 94-142, the
hapdicapped legislation: As will _be observed Ihroughout thoEduca-
tional.Amendments,'as well as the Education for all Karidicappecr
Children Act, 016 Congress has been almost embarraWngly specific
in clarifying its meaning. 1Could it be that Legiitators feel-that
educators have not listened tp or understand past messages?) This

%IS
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. legislation states clearly that the agencies

w
res.pon ible for the

. implementation of thesD two 'acts must work together\ip assuring a
t -

"free. appropriate education" to all "qualified Nandi pped p9rsons."
Each school mUstflYundertake to identify-and locate ev y qualified
handicapped person" and.notify that person of'the dist cts' re-
sponsibilitiesunder.the law. The'Congress insists on i clusion-
of handicapped persons in regular programs and "facilitie that

areereadily accessible to and,usable by handicapped person ."
.

Educational organizations must take "positi,ve steps" to emp oy and
advance in employment "q6alified handicappea persons." In.a dition,
an indiVidualizededucational plan must be developed torbver
handicapped student.

- Some progrds's is apparent. I recently attended a workshop for
teachers and counselors designed to asist,them'in working with handi-

capped students. The interesting thing is that, the curriculum was
designed by one institution, and the workshop was conducted by another
institution using staff of one department and-a course number'll-om
another. .Spons.orship and facilitie's were provided by an area voca-

tional- technical school, and the-workhdp as attended by represen-
tatives of approximately five state and federal agencies.

4

'This is an encouraping.Si.p.when contrasted with a meeting of high
schooradministratorssat Which the-main topic of discussion was
"How can. we keep-these parents ,and.businessmen and students from
getting involve in holy we run the school?" Those superintend nts
seemed,toilook back on jpygone days when they were the sole deg sion
makers about educational policy in their local communities wit
such fondness that they were unable to realize that they are n
living in a different world.

Again, the-millediate*impficatIon is that vocational educators ust

adopt new procedures to meet the legislative mandates mentione
above. The long-range implication is that We, in vocational e uca-
tion under the stimulus of the Vocational Education Amendments of .:

'1976, will move to a new stage of cooperation and coordination with
all 'those involved and affected by, decisions On vocational.,`

educatiOn..

PRESCRIPTIVE NATURE OF-THE LEGISLATION

/ %

Public La0 94-482 is a very prescriptive act. It may be so prescriptive'

that- in some instance's it becomes restrictive- -for. example, the

,

- 4 -
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specification of...Vhe,20.perant set aside for guidance and counsel-
ing,.(sec.-'134). Many states are presently spendingrmuch.moie than

this on guidancd and counseling fpr vocational educatibr. 'While
- they are not prohibited frbm spend,ing over this amount,-in many-

instancess-the minimum may also become the maximum. Also, the move
to prescribe the amounts to be spent foradthinistNation and to de-
fine 'administration in a narc-ower context win., in manycases7

. 'eliminate some of the necessary, components that have supported go,bd

decision" Making, gilod planning, and goOd administration in the
past; The limited definition of vocationaledueation'andthe
limitations placed.sn what applied research should accomplish will.

IL
in too many instances restrict much Of the-beneficial support pro-
vided,for vocational education.' *These are just a few examples of
the ways in which the prescriptive nature of the legislation may

become restrictive and the implications'of.t4X-reAriction.
di

t. 0

TheiEN1 thatlsome of, the- restrictive.naNrc of the law has been
modified by the techniCal amendments does not totally eliminate-
the impression by many Vocational eduCators that 1Se may :Izig" when
we should "zag" or vice versa. Russell 5raham, Vice ChairMdn,

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, in a June 7,
`1977 letter states; "Both.the 1963.and 1968 federal legislgtion
shifted foci.' and emphasiS of , vocational ducation." Mr. Graham
feels that, this has resulted in an "erosion of the philosophic. '- '.

base." 11e suggests idtensive study npecls to'be undertakedso
that the field may catch'up theoretically, conceptually, and

;philosophically. While'it iS probably true that vocational educa-
tion needed the redirection provided by recent legislation culmi-
nating in the Amendments of1976, it is equa ll y true that a.philo-

, sophic re- examination of the basic tenets Of 'the profession is

crilical.to our stability.

. . .,
)

1., To illustrate this contention and to point up how the new legisla-
tion is requi,ring us to '"retrofit" our thinking, we have only to

look-at the section on evaluation and accountability. Being prac-

titioners,, many of us invocational education are inclined to

limit ou awareness to the process. We assume that.if we do cer-

' tain ,things, desired.results will follow: If students are exposed

to certain teackings and experiences; we assume, many times without
farther investigation, that expected results will' occUr in all,,s ,. .

students; Under'present conditions, this may not, be a valid assump-

,.. tion. , .. r...
. ...

The implication of this section:dfthe legislation is that voca-,
tional edycation may become more result oriented- -with increasing
emphasis on what the stu ent can do'rather than what has been done

- .

1/4
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- PLANNING, DATA ANIL INFORMATION AND EVALUATION SYSTEMS.

to the student., We are asked to look at results achieved with a
much more diverse: (clieritele than we havo had before, and to modify .

our processes in light of -these; usults . This reqlaiifes new ways'
'of thinking, perhaps new philosophical bases,. and changes: in our
traditional ways of acting. V;any will ,say we -could just haye
it the way it usedto be. . . 'but -this is impoisible ,and s'

. probably. ven undesirable: Comfort too often leads to complai-
sance just as' consensus often" leads to restriction: -ft

PLANNING -

One of the major aspects of the legislation deals with planning:.
The, liw is very specific as to hOw the planning shoul,d 'be done
and whO should be involved in preparing °and revieving the plan.
For the first time, the responsibility of tfrie state board has'
been defined as coordination of the development c,'the state plan.
This leaves a large question: in she minds of many as toliwho'se, re-
sponsibality it :is to write the plan. Most states have felt, that
it is stiff the job of those responsible. for planning in the
Department of. Vocational Education to actually formulate the plan:"
and make provisions for increased involvement- of many other people
in reviewing, revisinz, and contributing to it. The immediate re'.-
sult of what is required in planning has been a rather cumbersome.
mechanism which has consumed a great deal. oft time and energy,. In .

the obinion of several 'state plapnirs, the law'llas notresulted
in the desired input -by the' representatives of other agencies
and pitbkics" al,though they were encouraged to make such centribu-

"- tibn. Consideting the ,e;,ctent to which regional USOE offices have
rejected state plans And their insistence on massive changes., the
procedures outlined 1bir -CongreSs,have not resulted -the hoped-foT
output._

Qne thing becoming increasingly, obvious as we get more-and more ex-
perienced in the planning process is that a concomitari,t, level of
sophistication is required, to "respond teor to- use the results of
a nature prkrining process and program. Unless thOse who-ar in-
volved in reviewing the plan have the level of inforMation and
sophistication which goes' into thp plan, it is diffiCult for them
to make a worthWhile*contribution to imprbvement of.that plan. .

Vt i,s equally true that unless the administrative arm has an egyaF

level of sophistication with the planning arm.:It becomes diffidult

A

..
-6-.
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to fully impltmeht-the plan as developed. In vocational education -
we have been ortunate in that the administration has nurtured and
encouraged the development of planning expertise. On the other
hand, many people designated by the law'as involved in the planning
process do not have that level of expertise; and thus the immediate
results may lead Lis to conclude that it is a waste of time to
attempt to involve,others in our ptanning. .

4

The long-range results of this broad involvement in planning,'in-
cluding representatives. of the total community, will gradually
develop an increased' understanding and knowledge'of vocational

education and thus provide stronger support for what vocational
\cs.

education is attemptingto accomplish. As others become more know-
ledgeablp about' the goals and objectives of vocational education and
its contribution to the welfare of both the students and the adUlt
society, our(program will 'gain increased support. A

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The legislation also indicates to the states that-certain data afid
information shall be collected to contribute to the piannng pro-
cess....There is great concern, probably justifiable, among voca-
tional educators as to the amount of data that may be required at-
the federal levels It seems to the author that we must look at
what the data and ,information is to be used for and-what the role
of the various levels of government is in its relation to voca-
tional education. Since vocational education is managed at the
state and, in many instances, at the_local level these entities
need a management infolbation system. Vocational education is not
managed from the federal level. "feds" need enough data to
demonstrate to Congress that monies appropriated have heen spent .

efficiently and that the desired results have been achieved
(accountability). Those working at'the federal leVel need addi-

tional information to convince the Congres that there is still a
need for expanding programs of vocational,education (planning).
Data provided to the federal level should support these two

purposes.

We need a very sophisticated and extensive data and information
system that will provide planners with information on which they
may. base decisions. The system should also be able to provide
'top administration with the background for accountability and
management decisions. To this point many states have developed,
and the implications are that all states must develop, systems
of collecting analyzing, and packaging datp related to the quan-
tity of vocatidnal education. This quantifying data includes

13
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informatil on student placement and achievement,i-riaribwer deMand

and supply, facilities and teachers, and-other resources available

to vocational education. In too.many instances we have not been

able to be specific'in our assessment'of the qualitative factors

in vocational education. The long-range implication of, the new

legislation is that we will begin to dexelop the kinof infor-
mation system which will provide data about the input'(student

ability, handicapped, disadvantaged, sjecial needs), the process
,(teaching techniques, quality 9f curriculum, facilities, supplies,
and equipment), and output(placement, success on the job, satis-

faction of students and employers). Analysis of this information

along with knowledge of administrative, attitudes and commitments,
another segment of the information system, gives direction for
and shows how to achieve needed.change and.improvement. the

.

lOng range the act implies thatoiocation'al education must look
beyond mere numbers, of people and jabs and begin.to analyze the
ability of studentg, the,quality.of instruction; and the quality
of life to which vocational education is contributing.

EVALUATION

A system of evaluation is also specified by the legiglation and
rather,definitively described. This is one area in which I must
disagree rather vehemently with the regulations as they were pub-
IiShed tn'the Federal Register on October 1977. As we consider

program evaluation, we need to keep in central focus the major ob-

jectives we are trying jo accomplish in vocational education. This

means that our evaluation must be based, as the law prescribes,

on placement of students'and satisfaEtion of the, employers. All

other information such as condition of facilities and eqUipment,

teacher-pupil ratios, teacher qualifications, and so forth, to be
reported under-program 'evaluation may, be necessary ii the accoun-

tability report, but many of those items relate toprocess rather.

than outcomes. Vocational educatiOn must stand,or fall on vital

data which includes numbers of people trained, numbers of people
placed on jobs, and the 4ffectiveness of training in terms of how

well people are able to perform in their work. If to many'other
criteria are added itis easy to lose sight of or fail to fOcirq

on the major objective of preparation for employment.

However, there is also a danger in focbsing.too directly on place-

ment as the only criteria for evaluation of programs. As voca-

tiorial educativn. more completely responds to the provisions of

this new legislation and attempts to serve the needs of'a more

varied clientele, success in employment as we have traditionally

-8-
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viewed it may be counterproductive. We may be encouraging a search
( for siudenA most likely to succeed rather than providing for those

for which vocational eddeationmay be the only option. We must
find ways to start with the needs of our students and move each

individual as far toward job success as that perspn's ability and
desire allow. We must find ways of evaluating, which take into

account how far our programs are able to move individualscon this
continuum. We must facilitate re-entry into the system as
vidual experience and motivation change. Public Law 94-482 will
Possibly lead us td this more mature. view of the role of vocational
education and a resultant new approach,to evaluation.

ELIMINATION OF SEX BIAS AND SEX STEREOTYPING

The strong emphasis which. the Congress placed on the elimination
of sex bias and sex stereotyping puts vocational education in a
position to again be the leader in an innovative movement or to
fail dismally in meeting this challenge which has been given to
us. In my opinion, this will be the most difficult of the man-
dates to accomplish- -the most difficult because'it callS for a
change in us and not simply inoprogtams. It requires that.each-
of us act and think differently. As women move more completely
into4the center of American work life, a readjustment in-the
attitUde and action$ of both men,and women is required; the re-
sultant benefits,of a more equal concept of life roles can pro-

, vide a more complete and satisfying experience for each of us.
We may indeed be able to change the way we think after we.have
chsanged the way We act.

If we. onsider the anatomy of a valid decisioncareful study of
the facts available, consultation with-appropriate qxthers, real-
istically relating to the-real problem not just the symptoms,
and sensitivity to political and human implicationsit_is im-
Tossible to establish an advantage to either sex in the decision-
making'process. Following the dictaes of this legislation with
the resultant increased participation of women at the decision-
making levels of vocational education, we will find a new source
of support, knowledge, and sensitivity which will increase the
effectiveness of vocational education tor all-ofthose who need
i.t.

r
Not Only does-this legislation mandate our equalizing the.train-
'ing-options to all persons, but it 'also requiies that we make

-9-
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every effort to change the thinking of those employers for whom
we provide trained people. Th,is.may not be the problem many

people originallYsthbught it would be. Experience is clearly dp-
mohstrating that employers with their, viewpoints Of the profit'

motive are eager' to hire competent/ individuals and 'generally use
this as the sole criteria for employment. Those bf us in educa.-

tibn must become equally.,conseious of what constitutes true em-
ployaibi-lity and shed our shroud of stereotyping. The Congress

ha given us the challenge. It has indicated that vocational
ed cation is the way to change society. Time will tell whether
this trust -of Congress was well founded. .

Research must play an important role in the attempt to achieve
equality intraining and employment. We know tbo little about
the ways that biases are eliminated from 'the thinking of indi-

viduals. We need research to help expose many of the myths
which surround the "requirements-Y- for various jobs and occupa-

tions. 'For example; do we know the maximum amount of weight a
welder or a mechanic must be 'able to lift to do the job? Kis it,
true that females,,even thbugh,well trained'in nontraditional .

occupations, may still be unemployable? How should the fifty

Or so full-time individuals placed in state positions designed
to eliminate sex bias and sex stereotyping in vocational educa-

tion proceed? What action should they take to, begin this pro-
cess of establishing equal treatment both for Students and staff

of vocational departments and scliool4Z uch h4, been said-about
the quest for equality. A great deal' brdata has been collected;

but very,little helpful research 1-is been done,.
44.4.

In the final analysis the battle will not be won in 'the legisla-
ture (although this will undoubteMy be helpful) or in the schools
(although this can be supportive), but the victory'will'be
corded in the biing halls and in the marketplace, Equal em-

ployment and work opportunities and,equity of Pay is where the
gains must be made to be meaningful. The,long-range implication .

for this parT,of the act, it seems to me, is that rather than
judging the potentialjof individuals on some preconceived con-
cept of hoy Obople in certain categories may perform, we begin
to view each other in the light of our ability to cofitribute to
the mission of vocational education.

k
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SPECIAL .GROUPS4ISADVANTAGED, HANDICAPPED, ENGLISH DEFICIENT
7

For the-Past ten years, vocational education has been. urged to

accept, and charged with responsibility fat helping, students
who, need special assistance to succeed In vocational' ducation:

programs:, The law this year restates this mandate and gives
added emphasis to,the requirement that vocational- edit tion move

tO serve these'special groups of people. Seriods. daub exist'
Ph my mind as to the effectiveness of past programs%faipecial
needs students. We have moved without knowing in -why Erec-
tion we should be going. We have acted without ful' under -

standing the resultS,OT our actions. We have designed programs
which segregate and separate while clearly the intent of Con-
gress is to include these people in the mainstream of vocational
educ4tion training. We need research to indicate how best to

iassist these people in &ucceeding.

Immediate implications of this part of the act are that we must
make some_special effort, that we must be sensitive to the needs,

and that we must provide for the dvercoming of special deficiencies.
Thp long-range effect of this effort may be that vocational' edu-

cation will truly be for all who need, want, and can use its sex.,
vices. It may be that we will develop the kinds of sensitivity

and-Compassion and concern that will make vocational education .

truly universal.
1/4

In seeking the universality of vocational education', there is a

dichotomy which offers some seiNeus problems and requires serious
consideration. As we encourage teachers to Open their programS

to all who have up to, new been considered inappropriate or im=
possible to train, it seems paradoxical that we contirre to see

successful placement in employment as the major criteria fbr
evaluation. In the near future, we must re-examine this pqsition.

We,must find ways to encourage the inclus,ion and insure the
success of the less ablein all vocational programs.

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT: RESEARCH AND CURRICULUM

Since returning to Oklahoma from a shortened stint with the Task,
Force on Regulations, I have heard more comment on, the combining

of exemplary programs and curriculum under the Research Coordi-
nating Unit than any other part of.the regulations. Obviously

1
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there was much concern on the part of the members of Congress over
the fact,that curriculum had been too 'little influenced by the

research which had been done. One logical conclusion from,this is
that Congress intended for curriculum activities to be directed by ,

those resTonsi6le for research in the state. On the other hand,
the author observed that Congress is concerned over the fact that
research has ha ':too little influence on the programs of vocal

tional educa and on the decisions made by the administration
in vocational education: Following this argument; it might be con-

ceivable that 'all of these should be placed-Under the direction

of the Research Coordinating Units. These kinds of mandates may

or may not accomplish the purpose intended. It seems at the mo-

ment that there great deal of resistance and that the mandate
may have.the opposite effect in the immediate future than what

was intended.

It .11 be interesting to note differences in the effectiveness

of th coordination of R&D in those states that truly implement

this andate (ass clarified by'the technical amendments) and,those
states that choose to seek other methods of achieving coordina-

tion. kdditionally, there appear to be such'expanding demands
on research .that we should resist moves that threaten to in-

crease the, administration revonsibilities of those doing re-

search. The contemplative isolation required to do,objective
research is not compatible with the open, available stance of the

administratoi.
c

I

Research does have a tremendous responsibility to look critically
and objectively at the effectiveness of curriculum materials which
have been developod. There are some serious and searching ques-
tions that must Yre'asked before we proceed much farther with the
development of curriculum materials as they have been in the past.

The implication is that vocational educators should, as quickly

as possible, reach the point at which we can evaluate protrams

on the basis of individual development of competencies.'"\Lf this

is to be achieved, we must,have curriculum materials that!direct

themselves to the development of the competencies required for

effectiNLe employment. Research must be the instrument whereby

these competencies are identified and the effectiveness, of the
Methods of the transmission of .these competencies from, teacher

to student must be judged.' -This is'the mandate and the challenge

to Curriculum and,to research.
s

X
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

have attempted to visualize the potential effe.ct of legislation
on vocational programs and consequently on lives. Perhaps this
appraisal has been too idealistic or too optimistic. The law is
a good law. There are problems with how it is funded. Regular
programs serving regular students seem to suffer most. Oklahoma
has 1.5 million dollars less in basic grants for traditional
programs. Planning, evaluation, and information systems'are
heavily stressed in the act, but'no monies are appropriated
specifically for these purposes. Elimination of sex stereotyping
and sex bias is emphasized but no funds are directly available
to influence change. Even funds for programs having special
needs must now be matched by state,or local funds. Discretionary

funds are meaningless if the amounts are so limited that no
effective effort can be launched. The potential of this legist-

lation is being limited by a reduction of funds to provide the
altd n ives envisioned.

Thi paper has reviewed some of the areas of emphasis' in the

Edu ational Amendments of 1976 and attempted to project the-
cha ges in vocational,Orcation which may result. Planning, data
and information, and evaluation systems-will probably become
more sophisticated and will involve and influence a much broader
segment of society. The,thrust to eli+nate sex bias and sex
stereotyping will hopefully.capse vocational education to become
more open and accepting in both programs and staffing. Projec-
tion indicates that additional study and effort is needed to make
vocational educatiOn truly universal in serving clientele with
special needs. Research has a tremendous challenge in providing

the understanding and knowledge needed to channel change'to assure
beneficial results.

A FINAL THOUGHT

As one studies this 6gislation and attempts to pierce the clouded
curtain of thefut to answer the question, "What will be the re-.

'sults of this action?" many possibilities emerge. The Congress

is sending a message to us that calls for the best that we can be;
that urges us to catch a new vision, with them, about what work

can be in this country; and to become, partners with them in
,assuring every person his or'ker rightful access to,a complete and

L 13-
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, meaningful education leading to a productive and fulfilling life. ,

.0!?yiously Co
\\,tion program

its exclusio
,act is deman
the workpla'

gres's is no longer satisfied' with'a vocatiOnalMuca-
that accurately reflects the labor market with all
s: restrictions, and traditions.' This legislative
ing vocational education that can indirectly remold
e into a more open, accepting, and responsive in-

,stitution. As students in vocational education are exposed to
and learn acceptance of a broad spectrum of individual .diifferences,

they may lead our society into a new attitude of tolerance:for'
others. Mainstreaming the handicapped' or the less advantaged,
providing assistance for those who haveproblems with the lan-
guage, or encouraging exploration and training in nontraditional
programs may be the key that Hoffer suggests will "change the tilt

-of ounsocial landicape." .-

The'restructuring of a major factor in our work environment--in-

,: dividual attitudesmay be the most important Social event of
this or any legislation because the mandate affects the learning
environmentrand may, if voc tional educators,'respond totally,
actually influence the'way w work and live with each 'other

Willard Wirtz has said

I used to think of politics as the moving agent of
change. . . It seems to me rathernow, that it

--is,in the educational Process alone that the seeds
of change are planted/and grow, andthat whether any
higher and better use will be made of the life ex;
pefience depends ultimately on what peopledecide
on the basis of the education they get. (p. 3)

Is it possible_ hat the Congress has realized this also and has
given vocational 'education an,opportunity to help people work. and -

live together more productively aq,happily? ,This is the potential
and. the challenge of the legislation. ,The realization of that

promise depends on usti

1. AA°
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